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Let A and B be simple rings with involution, let K and L denote respectively 
the Lie subrings of skew elements of A and B, and let [K, K] and [L,L] 
be the derived Lie rings of K and L, respectively. In [2] Herstein posed the 
following question: can every (Lie) isomorphism of [K, K] onto [L, L] be 
lifted to an (associative) isomorphism of A onto B ? The purpose of this paper 
is to settle the problem in the affirmative under the following conditions: 
(i) the involutions are of the first kind, (ii) neither A nor B satisfies a 
generalized polynomial identity over its centroid, and (iii) A is assumed to 
contain two nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents whose sum is 
unequal to 1. Assumption (iii) is crucial to our arguments and at present we 
see no way to remove this type of hypothesis. On the other hand assumption 
(ii) is primarily a convenient device to say that we are looking at the case 
where A and B do not satisfy any finiteness conditions. The case where A 
or B do satisfy finiteness conditions has been investigated by Jacobson 
(see, e.g., [5, Chap. lo]) and by Klotz [6]. At any rate we plan in a subsequent 
paper to treat the case where either A or B does satisfy a generalized poly- 
nomial identity. We mention finally that the analogous problem for rings 
without involution has been worked out by Howland [4]: under suitable 
restrictions any Lie isomorphism of [A, A] onto [B, B] can be lifted to an 
isomorphism of A onto B. 
1. PRELI~~INARIES 
Throughout this section A will denote a simple ring with involution of the 
first kind. We recall that this means that A has an antiautomorphism * of 
period 1 or 2 such that (Au)* = Aa*, where a E A and h E dp, the centroid of A. 
K = (a E A j a* = -a}, the set of skew elements of A under *, is a Lie ring 
(closed under addition and Lie multiplication [a, b] = ab - ba), and 
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A/p = [K, K] will denote the derived Lie ring of K. The foundations for 
prime rings with involution given in [8] apply, of course, to simple rings with 
involution and we indicate the appropriate remarks here. The central closure 
B of A is either A itself (if 1 E A) or A 0 @ (if 1 6 A). In the latter case 
multiplication is given by (u, A)@, ,u) = (ab + /M + hb, &L), a, b E A, 
h, p E CD, and the involution * of A can be extended to an involution of A @ @ 
by defining (a, h) + (a*, h), a E A, h E @. In any case 2 is a c!osec! prime 
algebra with 1 and with involution whose skew elements are again just K. 
A”,(x) will denote the free product over @ of 2 and the free noncommu- 
tative algebra @(x1, x2 ,~.., x, ,...>- An additive subgroup of kf is said ta 
satisfy a generalized polynomial identity over @ if there is a nonzero element 
d = fl% 7 %I >..*7 xsz) of &,(x> such that f(rr , ~a ).~., Y,) = 0 for all ri E W. 
Briefly, we shall say that R is GPI over @. 
We now list several theorems to which we shall wish to refer in the sequel, 
TE~EOREM A.. A is GPI over CD ;f and only ;f A has a minimal right ideal eA, 
e an idempote~t, such thut [eAe: @] < CO. (see [ , p. 218, Theorem 101, or 
[8, p. 510, First Main Theorem]). 
A @&, A0 = &A, , where A0 is the opposite algebra of A, 
alzd A, and A, are, respectively, the right and left ~~l~~~~~ca~~o~s of A acting 
on itself. The isomorphism is given according to the rule a @ b -+ a,ba . 
(This is essentially [7, p. 213, Lemma I]- the proof given there worksfo~ the case 
that A is closed prime.) 
THEOREM @. M = [K, Kj is @PI over di ;f and only if A is GPI over CD* 
(This is a corollary of [8, p. 515, Second Main Theorem]. To see t,%s we observe 
that if fixI , x2 ,..., xm) is a GPI for M then g = f([[tl , uJ, [vl, wJ], 
[[t2 , uJl [va y wJ],... , [[tn , un], [vn , q]]) is a GPI satisfied by S = 
(s E A 1 s* = s), the symmetric elements of A under *. 
733133~~~ D (Herstein). If [A : CD] > 16, then !W is a simple Lie ring and 
A = i@, the associative subring generated by M (see e.g., [3, Theorems 2.13 
and 2.151). 
In addition to our assumption that A is a simple ring with involution of the 
first kind we add the assumption that A is not CPP over @~ 
[A : @] = co and so by Theorem I[) A = M. 
Finally we make the assumption that A contains two nonzero orthogonal 
symmetric idempotents er and e2 such that eI + e2 # 1. MJhether or not 4 E P, 
we ahvays have 1 E ,&! and so e, = 1 - e, - e, E A”. e set Aij = eiAej , 
Ai = A,i , and note that A can be wrtiten in its decomposition 
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. . Ci,jzl Aij . If xij E A, , z fl, then we let xii = x2 E Aji . Since e, and es are 
symmetric A, , A, , and A, are well known to be simple rings with involution 
(induced by *) with centroid ~0. We let K, denote the skew elements of A8 
and set Mi = [K$ , KJ. By Theorem A it is easy to see that if [Ai : @] < co 
for some i then A would have to be GPI over @. Therefore by our assumption 
that A is not GPI over @ we have each i [Ai : @] = 00, and so by Theorem D 
we see that i@+, = Ai for each i. 
LEMMA 1. (1) Ai = AijA,, , 
(2) Aij = A,AijAj , 
(3) Ai, = MiAiiMj = MiAij = AijMj p 
(4) A, = A,,& . 
Proof. (1) is true because AijAj, is a nonzero ideal of the simple ring Ai . 
To prove (2) we first claim that C& A,AijAj is an ideal of A. To see this it 
suffices to observe, using (l), that A,A,A,A,, = AiAijAjkAajAik C AiA,,A, . 
Since A is simple we then have A = g,+r A,AijAj and in particular 
Aij = A,AijAj for each i, j. (3) follows from (2) since A, = %& . (4) follows 
from (1) and (2) since A, = AiA,,Aj = Ai,AkiAiiAi _C Ai,A,j C Aij . 
For i # j we set Mij = (xij - xji j xij E A,} and note that Mij = Mji . 
LEMMA 2. (1) For i, j, k distinct, Mij = [Mi, , MJ (and thus Mij _C M). 
(2) For i, j, k Jixed and distinct, M is generated (as a Lie ring) by 
Mij u Mjk . 
(3) For i f j, Mij = [Mi , M+j] = [[Mi , Mijl, Mj]. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 1 (4) we may write xij = Ca: x$cgj , i # k, j # k. 
One then verifies that xij - xji = Ca [x$ - x$ , X$ - ~$1 E [Mile, M& 
(2) Since Mf, = [Mi,, Mjle] by (1) it suffices to show that M is 
generated by Mij u Mj, u Mik . A typical element of K is of the form 
kl+k2+k,+~l2--x,l+~l,--x,l+x2,--x,2,k~~K~,x~~~Aij.Com- 
muting two elements of K results in a sum of elements of the form [ki , ZJ, 
[ki , atij - +I, and [a,-aji,a,,-a,J, i#j, p#p, ki,l,EKi. It 
suffices to analyze the term [ki , ZJ, say [kl , Zr]. By Lemma 1 (1) kl can be 
written as a sum of terms of the form xlzyzl - yr3xm , and so we need only 
consider elements of the form [xlzyzl - yraxsi , ZJ. But one verifies directly 
that 
hY21 - Yl2% 3 41 
= lx12 - x21 3 Y214 + hYI?J - [YE2 - Y21 7 x214 + b%J* 
(3) Using Lemma 1 (3), we see that xij is a sum of terms of the form 
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2. LIE ISOMORPHISIVIS 
Let A and B be simple rings with centroids 43 and 9, respectively. We 
assume henceforth that the following conditions are satisfie 
(1) A and B have involutions of the first kind (both involutions will be 
denoted by *)~ 
(2) Neither A nor B is GPI over its centroid. 
(3) A contains two nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents el and e2 
such that el + ea # 1 (A may or may not contain 1) 
(4) There is a (Lie) isomorphism 4 of M onto IV, where M = [aCr, K] 
(K the skew elements of A) and N = [L,L] (L the skew elements of 
Cur goal is to show that there exists an isomorphism c of R onto 23 whose 
restriction to M is #A 
%EMMA 3. If “zi # 0 E ib& , i = 1,2,3 and a = +(an,), b = $(m,), 
c = $(nz,), then a, b, c are Q-independent. 
Prooj. pni does not lie in the center of A, since * is of the first kind. 
for each i, there exists ki e A& such that [mi , Ki] f 0, since Ai = ii;ri . Now 
suppose aa + fib + yc = 0, 01, !3, y E 52. Commuting this equation with 
%W yields W?)> #%)I + Pb#Q%h d@dl + h&d, #@%~I = 0. T% 
reduces to ~$[FFz~ ) /z,] = 0, whence a = 0. Similarly /3 = y = 0. 
The key result is the following: 
hdMMA4. If mi#oE&fi, i=l,2,3 and a=q!(ml), b=+(m,), 
c = #(m,), then ab = ac = bc = 0. 
Proof- It is straightforward to verify that [[[m, w+], m,l, ma-j = 0 for all 
m E M. Applying 9 to this equation and setting n = 4(m) we have 
[[In, a], b], c] = 0 for all n E N. Let B be the central closure of B and in 
In(x) setS(x) = [[[x, a], b], c]. If f (x) is a nonzero element of 
4 over Q and by Theorem C B is GPI over Q, a contradiction to 
assumption (2). Therefore f(x) is the zero element in B,<x) and in particular 
[[Jy) a], j3], c] = 0 for all y E B. Equivalently, 
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in the ring i?,B’, , where &. and 8, are respectively the right and left multi- 
plications determined by the elements of 8. By Theorem B 8JC is isomorphic 
to B @o B” under the rule a @ b + a$, . Therefore Eq. (I), when translated 
to iff @ 8O, becomes (using the fact that a, b, G commute with each other): 
abc @ 1 - ab @ G - ac @ b - 6G @ a 
+ a @ bc + b @ ac + c @ ab - 1 @ abc = 0. (2) 
Since I? = L @ F, where L is the skew elements of B and F is the symmetric 
elements of 8, Eq. (2) breaks up into two separate equations, one of which is 
a @ 6G + b @ UC + c @ ab + abc @ I = 0. (3) 
By Lemma 3 we know that a, b, c are Q-independent. Equation (3) then 
implies that 
abc=--ala--b--c (4) 
for some 01, p, y E Q. Substitution of (4) in (3) yields 
a @ (bc - a) + b @ (ac - /I) + c @I (ab - r) = 0. 
By the independence of a, b, c we must have 
(5) 
bc = CI, UC = p, ab = y. (6) 
From (6) we easily obtain abc = ala = ,&I = yc, whence cx = /? = y = 0. 
Thus (6) becomes ab = ac = bc = 0, and the proof is complete. 
We now set Ni = &n/r,) and Nij = $(MiJ), i # j. From Lemma 4 it is 
clear that NiNj = 0 for i f j. 
LEMMA 5. (1) Nij = [Ni , NJ = [[Ni 3 Nij], Nj], i #j. 
(2) The elements of Nij are sums of elements of the foym 
+(md 56~ - +) 4tmf) + 4tmj) $txij - Q dh>. 
(3) For i, j, kjixed and distinct, B is generated (as a ring) by Nij U Njk . 
Proof. (1) follows by applying 4 to Lemma 2 (3). (2) follows from 
Nij = [[Ni , NJ, NJ in conjunction with the fact that N,N, = 0, i # j. 
Application of + to Lemma 2 (2) shows that N is generated (as a Lie ring) 
by Nii u Njk . Since B is not GPI over Q we have earlier remarked that in 
particular [B : s2] = co. Hence by Theorem D, B = m, and the proof of (3) 
is complete. 
From Lemma 5 it is clear that N,N,, = 0, i, j, k distinct. 
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LEMMA 6. 670~ i f j, KC , li ,..., qi E iWi , mj E lbzfi ) xti E & , @ki) $(ii) +.I 
#(qi) $(xij - xji) +(mj) = +(kJ, s*. qixij + (-1)n+l xjiqi ... l.&) $(m,), where 
n is the ‘“leagtk” of the product k,li ... pi . 
PYOOS: The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, +(ki) +(xij - xji) $(rn?) = 
@(k,), +(xij *.. x&l +(mj) = $(k,xij + xjiki) $(mj). We assume the lemma 
true for ?I and prove it for n + 1. Indeed 
= +($)$& .‘. qixij + (-Iy+l xjiqi ... li) +(rn?) 
= +(kJ +(li ... qixij - xji(-qi) .I. (-&)) $(mJ 
= $(kJ, ... qixij + xji(-qi) 1.. (-Zi)kJ +(mJ 
= $(kJ, ... qixij + (-1)N+2 xjiqi ..a &k,j $(mj). 
LEMMA 7. If C kili *.. qi = 0, k, , li ,..., qi c , then C+(ki) $(li) ..I 
+(qi) = 0. (Here it is understood that tke numbelv of terms in each product 
may vary.) 
Prooj For simplicity we may assume i = 1. rst note that 
0 = o* = (Z kJI .** 41)” = c (--lY 41 *.. Z,k, , where n is the ‘“length” of 
the product k,l, ... qI . By Lemma 5 (3) B is generated by -VIZ U N2s ) where 
N12 = [A& , NJ by Lemma 5 (1). To show y = 2 4(k,) (b(&} ;.. $(qI) = 
if suffices to show that yB = 0, i.e., y(N12 v N23) = 0. B 
to showing y$(x12 - xzl) $(mz) = 0, xl2 E A,, ) mp E M2 ~ 
Lemma 7 enables us to define a mapping p from Ci=, Ai into B according 
to the rule: 
xi = c kil, . ..qi”AiIki.Ei,...,qi~~~. 
It is clear that p is a well-defined ring homomorphism of 
particular fz = p(el) E B, fi = p(eJ E: B, 
orthogonal idempotents, with f33 and 
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fv$v%) = ve%>fi = $A(4 f or all i, j. This observation, together with 
Lemma 5 (2), establishes 
An additive mapping p: C+. A, -+ B can now be defined according to the 
rule 
PC%> =.hdh - %>h f xij E Aij , i#j. 
We now define a mapping u: A -+ B according to 
~7 is clearly additive, and in view of Lemma 8 it is easily seen that 
C(GQ~) a(y,J = 0 if j # K. We shall tacitly use this fact frequently in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 9. u(xdjxjk) = o(+-) u(xjk), xij E Aij , xjk E A,, , i, j, k distinct. 
Proof. For simplicity we assume i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. Then 
4%2x23) = fiC(x12x23 - %2X21) f2 
= flWl2 - x21>, 4(x23 - %Jlf3 
= fiC(s2 - x21> $(x23 - 4f3 
= fl{fdh2 - %I> fi + f&l2 - 4fJ &%3 - %Jf3 
= ud(x12 - X2l)f2~{f24(X23 - %2)fd 
= 4Yl2) 4x23). 
LEMMA 10. o(xixij) = o(xJ cr(+), xi E A, , xij E A, , i f j. 
Proof. We assume i = 1, j = 2, and first show that a(Krxr,) = o(K,) ~(xra), 
k, E Ml. Indeed, 
For $ , I1 ,..., ql E Mr repeated application of the preceding argument shows 
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that o(k,ll ... q1xp2) = u(k,) u(ZJ ... u(qJ u(x12) = o(k,Z, ..~ qJ u(qJ. Since 
A, = lvI the proof of the lemma is complete. 
using Lemma 8. Since (a(xlzyzI) - 0(x,,) o(y&) c#(xs3 - x3,) is clearly zero 
we see by Eemma 5 (3)that~(x,,y,,) - u(x12) o(y2J = 0, 
Lemmas 9-11 complete the proof that CJ is a ring homomorphism of A 
into B. u is clearly an injection since R is simple. By Lemma 8 we see that 
$(xij - xji) = c(xij) - u(xji) = CJ(Q - xji). This shows that c extends $ 
uniquely (since it agrees with C#J on generators of A) and also that G is surjective 
(since the #xii - xji) generates B). This completes the proof of the 
MAIN ?kEoREM. Let A and B be simple algebras with invdutiolz of the 
jirst kind stick that neither A nor .B satisfies a gelzeralixed ~~~~z~rn~~l identity 
over its centvoid. Furthermore assume that A contains two nomxe~o symrne~~~c 
iaempQte~ts whose sum is not equal to 3. Let M and 6, be; respectively, the skew 
elem.ents of A and B. Then alzy (Lie) Gomorphism of [K=, K] olzto [?&L-j can be 
extended um’q~ely to an (associative) isomorphism of A onto 
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